I. INTRODUCTION
Generally, every material is a mixture of different size molecules, where the permittivity of a material is determined by its molecular structure. Furthermore, the response of a material to electrical signals depends on the permittivity of material [1] . Thus, studying the interaction of a material with applied electromagnetic fields provides valuable information of a material that has been undergoing physical or chemical changes. Hence, the measurement of permittivity has gained importance in many fields such in biomedical field, agricultural, pharmaceuticals and food industry [2] [3] [4] .
In particular, a miniature microwave based sensors that can provide high accuracy, high sensitivity, and also low cost are desirable to measure the permittivity of a sample. Therefore, the resonant perturbation technique offers for accurate measurements of permittivity at single frequencies. In this technique, the sample is introduced to a resonant structure causing a perturbation in an electric field, resulting in a shift of the resonant frequency and a decrease in the unloaded quality factor of the resonator which the dielectric properties can be evaluated. [5] To meet the purpose, an alternative sensing platform based on metamaterial has been introduced. The special properties of metamaterial, such as subwavelength dimensions, high Qfactor which leads to the sensitivity of the sensor makes it an ideal structure for sensing applications. Several research conducted by numerous researchers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have reviewed metamaterial application in sensing and the results showed that the sensitivity of the sensors can be greatly enhanced by using metamaterial. The most common metamaterial unit cell design that has been successfully applied in sensing applications is Split Ring Resonator (SRR). For example, Sekar et. al [11] had introduced square split ring resonator to be implemented in measuring dielectric constant of liquid samples. Nevertheless, this configuration requires a large amount of liquid sample for identification and yet the idea of covering the whole area is not practical when the sample availability or the amount is very limited. Another group of researcher had employed microfluidics channels on metamaterial based sensor in order to deliver the liquid of analyte onto sensing area [12, 13] . However, some of the design shows degradation in robustness and sensitivity of the sensor when microfluidics channel is introduced. It is noticed that the maximum resonance frequency shift reported was around 100 MHz which is quite low to discriminate small changes in the permittivity of the interrogation sample.
Generally, an SRR can be approximated by an LC resonant circuit with a resonance frequency as in Eq. 1. The resonance frequency is determined from capacitance and inductance of the unit cell which based on dimension and structural design of the metamaterial structure [14] . The changes in capacitance or inductance due to dielectric loading from dielectric samples leads to a considerable shift in the resonance frequency, f c [15] An observation in resonance shift allows direct sensing of small amount of sample.
In order to attain higher sensitivity, the sensor needs to have a sharp resonance dip in frequency response and demonstrate high concentration of electric field to enable the detection when a material under test is deposited on the surface of resonator. As mentioned in [16] , an increase in the split gap number would increase high-field region, raising the small volume of the dielectric probe and decreasing the operated frequency.
In this work, by adopting multi-ring with align gap rectangular SRRs onto a microstrip transmission line, a new structure has been constructed to enhance sensing performance of the device. It is believed by increasing a number of split gaps, it will provide a strong and localized field enhancement in selected area while decreasing the operating frequency. Furthermore, by introducing an extended length of split, capacitive region will be enlarged and electric field confinement will be increased.
II. DESCRIPTION OF SENSOR
Inspired from the research conducted by F.Billoti et al [17] , an Aligned-Gap Multiple SRR structure is proposed to study the practicability of metamaterial for liquid sensing detection. The basic idea in implementing the multiple SRR is to increase the distributed capacitance between the strips without increasing the size of the resonator, leading to lower resonance frequency [18] . The proposed Aligned-Gap Multiple SRR structure is designed in such a way to increase the high field region at the split and decrease the operating frequency due to the increment in capacitance value. Moreover, the unit cell is designed with extended splits to interact with the material under test for which the dielectric changes are detected.
The layout of the proposed sensor is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The sensor consists of a microstrip transmission line loaded with two elements SRR on both sides. When SRR element is introduced at both sides, the proposed sensor has slightly lower resonant frequency and deeper dip in their transmission resonance. The rectangular shape for SRR structure is used to maximize the electromagnetic wave coupling to the transmission line. For this design, the rectangular SRR is positioned in a close proximity to a microstrip transmission line, which builds up a magnetic around itself in a quasi-TEM wave propagation. This leads to induce resonating current in the loop and generate an equivalent dipole moment which exhibit negative electromagnetic permeability.
The sensor is designed to operate near 5 GHz using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio software [19] . Commercially available Rogers RT5880 substrate having dielectric constant r = 2.2 and delta loss = 0.009 is used in the simulation of the sensor. Table 1 summarized the optimized sensor parameters. III. SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS The proposed sensor was fabricated according to the dimensions stated in Table 1 using standard photolithography technique on Roger RT5880 substrate. The sensor is formed on one side of the substrate, while the other side is grounded. SMA connectors are mounted on both ends of the microstrip transmission line and directly connected to Anritsu 37347D Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) for S-parameter measurement. The photograph of the fabricated sensor is shown in Fig. 3 . For comparison purposes, the simulated and measured scattering parameter S 21 for both designs are shown in Fig. 4 . Table 2 summarized the simulated and measured results.
In order to employ the proposed structure as a sensing element, an electric field within the split gap need to be observed. Generally, the SRR structures are predicted to develop an intense and localized electric field within the split ring which is very sensitive to any dielectric sample. As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4 , a strong electric field is observed between the gaps at the resonance frequency. It is obviously seen that the Aligned-Gap SRR structure strongly confines the electric field around the capacitive gap with maximum values of 1 x 10 5 V/m. The reason behind this is due to strong coupling between the gap, depending on the size of the gap.
It is important to note that the Q-factor determines the sharpness of the resonance. The higher the Q-factor, the sharper the resonance dips, hence the more sensitive the sensor is. From the simulation graph in Fig. 4 , it is obviously demonstrates that Aligned-Gap structure has narrow band and sharp dip which reveal its high Q nature with the value of 174. The Q factor of a resonance peak or dip can be calculated as in Eq. 2 where f is the bandwidth at +3dB with respect to the minimal transitions [12] .
From the results in Fig. 4 , it can be concluded that the proposed device exhibit as band stop transmission characteristic where the resonance frequency is rely on the size and type of metamaterial unit cell. It is clear that the results show some small deviations between simulation and the measurement. The measured resonance frequencies for both sensors are slightly shifted from the simulation while the measured magnitude of transmission coefficient, S 21 is slightly lowered than the simulated, yet still lies within the acceptance range, thus verifying the design process. The difference between the simulated and the measured results is mainly due to mismatch between the SMA connectors and the feed lines as well as fabrication tolerance and limits in simulation accuracy.
Note that, even though the previously reported design of microwave dielectric resonator sensor have shown a considerable amount of resonance frequency shift, the occupied sensing area were large and required big amount of sample to yield an observable results, which is not practical in some cases where only a small amount of samples are available. In this study, it is found that the size of the proposed sensing element is lesser relatively to the other previously reported designs which are about 6% [20] and 69% [21] , where by only a small amount of sample is required for effective and reliable sample detection. Fig. 3 . Photograph of the fabricated sensor. IV. ANALYSIS OF THE SENSOR In resonant method, the resonance frequency is change, when a material interacts with the field distribution. The change in resonance frequency and material properties of sample is related through perturbation theory by following Eq. 3 [22] . ) where f r is the shift in the resonance frequency, fr, and are the change in the permittivity and permeability, respectively, and v is the perturbed volume. E 0 and H 0 are the field distributions without the perturbation and E 1 and H 1 are the field distributions with the perturbation. Thus, as the permittivity of sample change, the frequency shift with respect to the based resonance frequency will also be changed.
(3)
To demonstrate the behaviour of the proposed sensor, various solvents such as water, methanol and ethanol were used as sample materials. Only 5μl of each solvent were dropped by high precision pipette onto the split gap area of metamaterial sensor. Since the liquid is directly probe by the electric field, the system can be considered label free and nondestructive. The analysis process consists of observing the resonance shift of the sensor once sample is loaded onto the resonator. Fig.5 shows the experimental set-up which was used in this work. The measured S 21 is observed and is shown in Fig. 6 .
From the results obtain, the electric field interacts with the sample will caused a shift in the resonant frequency. Upon loading, the coupling capacitance between the rings and the gap capacitance were changed, which lead to the shift of the resonance frequency. This change is proportionate to the introduction of another dielectric layer on the ring. The results has revealed that the Aligned-Gap Sensor produce an observable readout shift. Since the shifts of resonance frequencies are used as the data that are related to the sample's permittivity, an expression for the relationship between frequency, f and permittivity, r of the sample is required. Thus by using data presented in Fig. 7 , the expression for Aligned-Gap Sensor can be modelled by using curve fitting tools and the polynomial expression is obtained as follows:
The polynomial equation can be employed to determine the dielectric constant of the unknown material under test. Note that, the dielectric value of these samples was first measured by using Agilent measurement system which consists of a network analyzer, a coaxial probe and software. Table 3 summarized the comparison of permittivity for each material under test between Agilent's measured results and the extracted value using the above polynomial equation. V. CONCLUSION This paper presents a complete design of a microwave sensor based metamaterial that operates at the frequency around 5.2 GHz with good quality factor of 130 for dielectric sensing purposes. The simulated and measured results evidently proved that the Aligned-Gap of Multi Split Ring Resonator provide high concentration of electric field between the extended length of split gaps which may enhance the sensitivity of the sensor itself. From the result obtain, the sensor shows an observable shift of the resonance frequency as the permittivity of the sample changed. Furthermore, it is believed that this structure can also provide greater sensitivity by introducing sharper and deeper dip which contributes to high Q-factor which is suitable for sensing application.
